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AN ENUMERATION OF COMBINATORIAL 
&MANIFOLDS WITH NINE ‘VERTICES 
A. ALTSHULER 
Ben Gurion University of thu Xepc Israel 
A complete clas4cation is given for non-neighborly combinatorial Smanifolds with nine 
vertices It is found that there ate 124h such types. and that they all dre spheres. It is shown that 
WV of those spheres are polvtopal. 1.e , can be realized as boundary complexes of convex 
-kpolytope\. I I5 $phrres MC non-polttqvl. and 71 spheres rematn undecided: 
> 
1. Introduction 
A comhinnrorid rt -sphm is a ~irnplicia~l n-complex whose body (i.e., the union of 
its memhers) is homeomorphic to the n-sphere S”. A cmnbinutorial n-manifdd is a 
simplicial n-complex %I such that M is connected and for every vertex x E IU, the 
link link (x, M) of x m 34 is a combinatorial (II - l)-sphere. For more details the 
reiadcr should consult Alexander [ 11 &id Griinbaum [IO]. All the spheres and 
manifolds to which we refer are combinatorial. 
Alexand& [ I, Theorem 13 T ,.,a] proved that every n-!;phere is an n-manifold, and 
in the samt.: paper he also proved that the boundary complex of every simplicial 
(11 + 1 )-pal! tape is an n-sphere. From a famous theorem by Steinitz (see e.g. f9. Ch. 
1.3)) it follows that every 2 -sphere is polytopal, i.e., can be realized as the boundary 
complex of some simplicial (5dimens onal) wlytoprz. Mani [12] proved that a 
similar result holds for every n-sphere with up tta n t 4 vertices, while for every 
n 2 3 there exists an n-sphere with n + 5 vertices that is not polytopal. A first 
example of a J-sphere with 8 vertices that is not polptopal was discovered by 
Grunbaum ;rnd Sreedharan [ 111. and a second such example was discovered by 
Barnette IS]. Throughout this paper, Griinbaum and Sreedharan’s sphere will be 
denoted .#. and Barnette’s sphere will be denoted .#‘. 
While muc3 work has recently been done on the enumeration and counting of 
3-polytopes. in particular of simplicial Qolytopes (see [la] for references), only a 
few advances have been made concerning higher dimensional polytopes. and 
spheres or manifolds of dimension >2. Since our interest in this paper is in 
Yl 
_~-dim~ll\i~,n;tl manifolds, M’C summarize briefI>* the mam results concernins the 
qunlcr;lf j(3n and colin;ing of 3-manifolds and simplicial 4-polytopes (meaning, of 
c(our~e, the combinatorial iypes of the manifolds and polytopcs). 
The number of simplicial -I-polytopes (or, what is the same. polytopal 3-spheres) 
I\ ~~ccIl-known (see 191) to be 1, 2 and 5 for 5, 6 and 7 vertices, respectively. From 
1121 it f&ms [hat there arc no other J-spheres with up to seven vertices. In ICH)c), 
~r~ckncr 1~1 attempted an m~urmxttion of (the duals of) simplicial4-polytopcs with 
cisht vcrt ice. This cnumtxttion wa\ corrected and completed in 1967 by 
Grirnh;aum and Srtxdharan (I F 1. who found all the 37 type\ of simplicial 4 
pal! topc’s with eight kcrticc’s. dcxribed them in detail, and dcrjotcd them by P’: 
(b’ ic- 37). Their work ICC! to the discovery of the non-polytopal 3-sphere . ff. and 
Ia’tcr Warncttc [Cl found a ~~c~ld such hphcrc. l “. thus raising the number of 
known 3-spheres with eight Ltxtices to 33. in [IO] Grtinbaum discus\cd the 
problem\ in\,k)lvtd in the enumeration of spheres, and asked whether or not those 
f9 t>pc’\ cxhau\: < 41 the l-spheres with eight vcrticcs. The afirmative answer to this 
quecrtion was +en by Rarnette in 161. Altshulcr f2] desoihtzd an algorithm for 
fin&rip all the .t-manif(Jds with eight vt’rticec. which can easily be modified for an? 
pti ;xribcd number ot vcrt ices. and used this algorithm to prove that every 
bnanifold with up to eight vertices i:% a sphere. 
A particufar and. important case of a .3-manifold is the n&glrhotl~ 3-mamfold. A 
n~i,gMorl~ -Lpol+~pe (5sphtm. 3- manifold) is a -I-polytopc (2-sphere, 5manifold) 
in which cvcr! ?wcr vcrticel arc’ connected by an edge. In 131 Altshulcr and 
Stczrnbcrg carried out the enumtlration of all the neighborly simplicial +polytope~ 
tiiih nme vcxtico. Thob found that there art __ _I _ x ‘3 \uch tvpes and described them in I 
detail. The ‘-ame results were obtained simultaneously in [ 131 by Shammer. ShortI! 
afterwards. Lhhshu5x and Steinberg [4) used Altshuler*‘s algorithm and found that 
tht:rt: art prccisel! 5 1 neighborly J-manifolds with nine vertices, and described 
then? in dciaif. Tho!,t‘ 51 types were shown to split into 2.3 4-p&+topcs, 27 I 
non-pal!, topal spheres, and one 3-manifold, denoted IV:,., that is not a sphere and is 
not orientable Altshuler (unpublished) showed that the fundamental group of r\rY, 
is tha* frtx group 0~7 one variable In the same paper [4], Altshuler and Steinbq . . 
inquired about the minimal #II for which there exists an orientat>le ,3-manifold with 11 
~:Iic‘c~ tha’ ir no! a \phme From the present work i: follows that n z 9. and in a 
v\uft not it published ((III) Altshuler Ihowcd that n = 10. 
The ma% purpose of the present work i\ to complete the enumeration started in 
141. ix.. to find all the non-rGghhnrI\~ %manifold\ with nine vertir:e\. The main 
rev& here is that there arc nreci\eiv 1246 non-neighborly $manifolds with nine . 
uMcc% (which. co*nbincd wirh the result of 141. gives, a total of 137 3-manifolds 
q.sith nine w-tic+. and thitt the). al! arc spheres. We a150 try to classify those 1246 
q+za intcb p4 tc:pal and non-polvtopal cyhcrcs, ;rn3 tind that 1057 of them are 
. 
fh'itlr?Xtl. I I5 i1TC not ,3’(3lytop;i!. and 74 c.lses remain undecidtxl. We hitye also 
aff~~r~b~~! iI1 &I;til tho\c 1246 c-phcrcs. In the prcscnt paper, however, we include 
the dctaift.6 dcscr+~n of OUJ!L 10 of th<ll;e spheres, chosen for representing several . 
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particular phenomena. and the complete list can be obtained upon request from the? 
\ccond author. 
All the above information concerning the number of Smanifolds with up to nice 
vertices is summwited in Table 1. 
‘I ahlc 1. I’hc known number\ of M~rent tl ma of Tmanifolds having a given number of vertices. f ‘le 
r;ihle \unrm,lnres work\ try C;runhaum_Srcctit:ar,7n Ill], Ciriinhaum 1 IO]. brnette [b], Altshuler I?] ; rid 
3 Itshulct - Stcmbq 131. 14). The ~alucs * arc determined in the rrcsent work. 
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In SCk3ion 2 at’ calculate one parficular manifold, which is easily obtained 
without w king the algorithm of [?I. and for which we would otherwise have 
n~tP~ci a ~prcial mrxMkation of that algorithm. In Section 3 we use the algorithm 
of (21 anal obtain the other 12-V non-neighborly J-manifolds with nine vertices. In 
Section -I w refine the concept of directIF obtainable manifold, and prove that .iiI 
our 12-b maniftrld~ ;rrt’ sphere\. In St>ctio*l .T we develop methods to distinguich 
btbtwc‘cn pal> topal and non-polytopal spheres, and using these methods we show 
1246 spheres there are 1057 polytopal spheres, 115 non-poiytapa! 
sphere\ which remain undecided. WC conclude in Section 6 with 
and terminology foIlow [‘I], 121. 1.3j. and m particulx 141. 
2. Preliminary result 
‘i’hc general name for a J-manifold with nine vertices will be !W’, and the vet4cc.s 
of txh .%I ’ will usualI\ IV dcnotcd I. 2. . . ., 9. The rck~c~~. val x, of a vertex x E !V’ 
is the number of edges ( I-simpiiccs) in iW” that contain the vertex x. If val x - n 
then link (x. .!I”) is a I!-sphere with n vertices. hence with 2rz - 4 triangles 
(5simplices). Ther&orc s belongs to precisely 2n - 3 3-simplices in M“. Ail the 9 
t!‘pcs of Z-spheres with up to seven verticcc arc shown in 12. Fig. I], and the i-4 
L-sph~~\ uith eight h’t’rficcs are shown in 14. Fig. 1 I. Since the sum of the valences 
of iill the nine vertices in $1” equals twice the number i:f edges in M” and is 
therefore even, there is in M” a vcrttx, say 9. with an eben valence. 
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pr&. I,et ,bf he some ,%I’; with va19 = 3 and with no vertex of valence 6 or 8. Then 
Iink (9. A@ is the boundary cc~mplex of a 3-simplex 3 that is not in M. The complex 
‘ci’ = anliistar(9, _M] w A is a J-manifold with eight vertices, and since by 12. 
Theorem 21 all the S-manifolds with eight vertices are spheres. M’ is a sphere. No 
vertex q.lf 31 ha-, valence > 7, hence each vertex of A is of valence s 6 in M'. 
Checking the 1is1 of the 28 ?-spheres with eight vertices enumerated in [ 1 l] and the 
.t-sphere M’ trf [S]l, for a sphlcre having a Ssimplex d all of whose vertices are of 
k alencc s 0 in tt:e sphere. we firid that there are only two possibilities: either M’ is 
(I he houndarv c<mple:; of) I?.- of [ 111 and A can be any Xmple>; in P”,, or M’ is Pt I 
d ( 1 t ] and J is thle simplex 1945 there. But in Pt, all the vertices are of valence 6, 
a;ld if 31 = P”, then four of the vertices would be of valence 6 ii1 M, contradicting 
ou r ifs\u mpt if>n . On Ihe other hand, the complex arising from the boundary 
~c~nplex of P? by replacing its 3-simplex 1345 by the four Ssimplices P349, 1359, 
14% 3359 and their faces is indeed a Lphere with nine vertices 14, Theorem Z.S] in 
uhich no vertex is of \ aience 6 or 8. It is AI, of Table 2. Hence M = MI exists, ‘is 
unique and is a 3-sphcrc. 
Next. consider the -I-poiytopc SZ in the euclidean 4-space R”, and lei x be a point 
in R ‘. outside PL and near the ceI:troid of the facet 1345 of Pz. Y = conv(PX U (sJ) 
1s a J-p~l>tr~pc which. using 19. Thet)rem S.2.1 . has its ‘oour\dary complex 
i++lc~morphic tcj MY. Thus %I, is polvtopal. 
Omt ruction of the non-neiigh body W’S 
For every simplicial complex C let fi (C) denote the number of i-slmplices of C 
is well-known (see e.g. 14. p. I l?]) that for every Smanifold M 
[‘king this formula and a &Mle counting of tht * 2-simplices, it is easv to see that 
fz = f, - fi,; hence e-+iert MC has at most 27 3-simplices, and f,(M’) L27 iff My is 
wig’hhorly. Since the nkghhorly M”‘s wuzre already found in [4] and we need to find 
0n9y ahe non-neiyhborlv IW’s. all the MQ’s that we aYe looking for satisfy 
f4.W] 5 26. ASwme. v-.;.o.g., that in each of the non-neighborly M”s the vertex 9 c . 
a~ the maximal rtwn tdcnce. WC dis:inguish three casss: 
ia) vat 9 = 8, 
(h) VaI 9 = 6,. 
fc) Gil (I L- -I. 
I%e trt’acments ;:f c;tc s irs~ anti (b) are similar to each other, the method in each 
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case being a natural modification of the algorithm described in [2] for finding ail the 
3-manifolds with eight i?ertices. We describe here only the n.ain changes. 
In case (a), the 3sphex S = link(9. M”) has eight vertises and is therefore one of 
Table 2. Description of some J-spheres with q vertices. 
--_--I_-- ._II _-- _._- .-__I 
link 
.u, 
pl’h I\qw 
det = 0 
-_ -_-_ 
1 -d4 
Z--d4 
S-d4 
s-d4 
5 -d-I 
h-d4 
7-a 
H-tJ 
o-- (J 
I-cz 
‘__‘.Z 
3-d! 
4--‘is 
5-d? 
b---J2 
7-d: 
*tJ 
9-t-Z 
1-i-z 
2-c-w 3 
3-cz 
d-d5 
C-d5 
h-d 5 
7-d.C 
H-u 
9-c z 
Smce the edge-va.en<c rnatrlv I$ c+yrnmetrtc with respect tcl the main dlapclnal. ~v~ty ;he upper half of it 
is given. S represents the numtvr IO. l represent\ the number 12. The . cdumn Pr state\ that the case is 
$lrnpl! c~bta~nr\ble rt the ~JVC’II vertex from P: with the stated 1. f’: (I I I 5 -37) is that of [ Il]. I’*, IS 
Gruntrilurn and Sreedharao’s sphere AI and P”, is Rarnette’s sphere .&’ . Drt. is the determinant of the 
edge-k alence matrrx. 
c 
-.---- 
-I_-- 
I-42 
2-47 
J--d4 
l--d 2 
c-n5 
b-47 
7-e? 
H-d I 
Y- pZ 
l-d4 
Z-e7 
3--e? 
J-62 
c--r> 10 
bd5 
7-d I 
S--e5 
we3 
I-d.4 
2-e5 
3-eh 
1-d z 
5-d? 
h-e 10 
‘-d I 
S-e(, 
Y-45 
I-eY 
2 -4-a 
k-(.Z 
I-cz 
C-c? 
h--d4 
7-eY 
S--e5 
Y+C 
it ) 
27 
21, 
.‘rY 
27 
27 
30 
27 
?f 
-2 
30 
37 
A/ 
27 
Is, 
lb 
lb 
IY 
-_- 
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_I____p_--- __I_ -"_I- 
(.'dW ?-SlfTlpllC~~ link p’: edp-vulcnce 
matrix 
Iiw 
2344 
2347 
2378 
2467 
267c) 
2689 
27w 
.345x 
3379 
.WY 
3789 
456: 
4579 
4589 
S(i?9 
l-d3 
Z-d3 
.3-e 3 
4-e3 
*S-d4 
6-e 14 
7-64 
s-e3 
O-e3 
33 
2Y 
24 
$lsJs6o33 
$S_WSS3 
o’i334bj 
“6PSfS 
$4345 
l OS 
$36 
+7 
.\I,. 
pal, rope 
det - 63&W 
1678 3S7Y 1-O 
1670 3sw 2-a 
1w.J 37HV *J-U 
17m 4w 4-U 
2%? 4ShY .543 
2ShY 4cw b-43 
2S7Y s(byY ‘7-63 
2670 Sfi7H 663 
3S78 9-4 1 
1237 1578 
tnc) 2367 
1247 23w 
124Y 2448 
1x7 24w 
1359 247H 
1358 X78 
14w MH 
1478 w7Y 
1237 1478 
1330 2367 
124F 2.%Y 
1240 246% 
1278 2460 
1.757 .x7x 
13SY :w+i 
1457 M6Y 
1350 1678 
1-b 
2-u 
3-u 
4-n 
.S-el 
t-+dl 
7-d 1 
K-.dl 
9-r) 
I-dS 
2-rf s 
3-dS 
4-AS 
,S-dS 
b-dS 
7-63 
,%d3 
9-c 2 
I-RS 
2-d Z 
3-dS 
4-dS 
.S-dZ 
h-dS 
?-dl 
s-64 
9-c 2 
34 
34 
34 
34 
$44SSOS_34 
$4SOSS 34 
sosss.w 
$44354 
SW4 
SW 
$64) 
SO 
8 
SS4S4oS34 
$440.5444 
$osss~4 
$_SA354 
&a444 
$354 
WI 
so 
8 
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el. . . . . el, in 14, Fig. I]. Since S c:ontains ’ 2 triangles, star (51, W) contains I,2 c 
3-simplices and therefore R = ;Intisl:ar(9. A4 ‘) contains at mosi 14 himplices. 
Notice thalt star(9. M’) depends on S only. and we denote it by S’. 
For each of the 14 possibilities for S, WC label tk vertices of S as 1,2,. . . . 8 and 
we find all possible simplicial komplexes R with the same eight vertices such that 
R L S’ is a non-neighborly 3-manifold. Following (2. Sect. 31, R is easily seen to 
satisfy the conditions: 
(1) Each ?-simplex d in R belongs to precisely two 3-simplices in R if IJ e S, and 
to precisely one 3-simplex in R if d E S. 
(2) s c R. 
(3) fa(R)s 14. 
(4) For each vertex x E S, if x is of valence j in S then x belongs to at most 12 - j 
3-simplices in R. 
In case (h). the Lsphere S = link(C), M”) has six vertices and is therefore either c1 
or c: of [2. Fig. 11. In this case S’ = star(c). M’) contains eight 34mplices and 
therefore R = antistar(9, M’) contains at most 18 3-simplices. However. since no 
vertex of M’ is of valence > 7, it can be easily seen that R cannot contain more 
than 14 3-simplices. For each of the two possibili:ies for S we label the vertices of S 
iiS 1.2. . . ..6, and we find all possible 3-complekes R with eight vertices 1,2,. . ., 8 
such that R U S’ is a ncn-neighborly 3-manifold. Here R satisfies the above 
conditions 1 , 2 and 3, and condition 4 should be modified to 
(4’) For each vertex x E R. if x is of valence j in S (notice that j = 0 iff x = 7 or 
x = 8) then x belongs to at most IO - j 3-simplices in R. 
Using a CDC 6WO computer. we found all the R’s in both cases (a) and (b). For 
each R obtained, we calculated the vertex-valence vectors of the links of all the 
vertices in R U S’. If the vertex-valence of some link was not equal to the 
vertex-valence vector of one of the 2.3 t-spheres of (2, Fig. l] and 14, Fig. l], the case 
was rejected since it is not a manifold. For the remaining R’s, a check was made to 
verify that each R u S’. where R corresponds to that S, is indeed a manifold, and it 
is interesting to note that they all were found to be 3manifolds (compare (2, 
Remark 3.21). For each manifold thus obtained, the edge-valence matrix and its 
determinant (SCC 1.3. p, 2743) were calculated. as well as the links of the vertices, and 
manifolds sharing the same determinant and the same set of links of the nine 
vertices were checktxl for isomorphism. C’a%e (a) yielded 1230 isomorphism classes. 
case (h) yielded only 6 isomer *bhism classes, and a representative for each 
ist,morphism class was selected. The 6 M”‘s obtained in case (b) are l&9 MI. Md. 
MC, Mtw and M,, in Table 2. Tq)gether with l , we thus have altogether 1246 
non-neighborly M”‘s. 
4. First classification 
The next step after findmg tj : 1 A non-neighborly M”‘s was to classify them 
into spheres and non-spheres. A :tul tool for this purpose is Theorem 2.5 of (41, 
which states that .f a 3-manifold ,M is dire~rly o/~rinc~hf~ from :i bnanifold Ad’, 
then ,+I s ;l ~pi_rere if md only if M’ is a sr;Dhli*rc. 
l.ct ,%f be :i j-manifa,id, and let x he a vcrtcs of M. The “Poi~” created in M h:,, 
rcmtrving star(x. ~1) can sometimes be refilled by some Iklement C’ (ix., ZI 
\impliciaI J-ct,mpIex wltosc hod! is homeomorphic to a topological kelJ) such that 
j~dc = livk(x, .%f>. all the vertice?” ,lf C are in MC, and M' = antistar(x, M) U (” is 
a _Lmani:‘old. In this cbst we sav ([4. Sect. 21) th;rt A4 is diode ~hfcit~bbl~ at the . 
t’ertex A- Frcm $1’. and that C is the IpFII. For given M and x it is in general not eas! 
to finld an ;tppropriate refill C. or to prove its non-existence. Howc~cr. if the 
‘-y+wre link (.x. M) is stacked (see [-L Definition 2.1)) then there exists a natural 
i;indi&ttc for %uch a refill, namely, the unique simplicial >-complex C with 
MC’ 27 Hink(x. 31 j, all of whose vortices bind u~i,qt~ are in its boundary (this is 
e\scnti;llly the dissection oflh~ 3-Ml with bounelary link(x, !W), as defined in 17)). 
If this partic*ular 3-element C is indeed a retill. i.e., !W = antistar(x. M) U C’ is a 
t-manil’old. we cal”l it a sim$e refill, ;Ind say that M is simpfy c~b~inclble cat x ~rorn 
l ‘. or. if If’ is immaterial, that %f is simply obtainable at x. WC say that &I is simply 
obtujrzabfe If it is simply obtainable in at least one of its vertices (which, of course. 
murit then have a stacked link). 
An c\ample of a J-manifold A# and a vertex x E M such that M is not simply 
ohtainabfe at x though link(x. 34) is stacked, is provided by Mr of ‘TaMc 2 md its 
icatct I. 
T?IC stacked Z-spheres with up to eight vertices are u. b, cl. d!, &. d, 4-f [Z. Fig. 11 
and 4, (1 52 1 5 7 j of 14. Fig. I]. For each of the ‘1245 W’s under discussion (M, was 
al:zady shown in Section 2 to be a sphere). and for each vertex s E M” such that 
fiinkfx, !W) is stacked. we checked whether or not 34” is simply obtainable at x. It 
turned c:ut that except for one iv’. namclv M? of Table 2, each of the other W’s is 
!cimply obtainable. i.e. simply obtainable in at least one of its vertices. The 
cxceptif>l,lal case M, has no vertex _Y such that link@, AC) is stacked. 
34,. however. is directly obtainable. This can be seen by removing star (1, A&) 
from S?,. and repiacing it by the four 3-cimphces 2379, 2479, 3579, 4579 and their 
faces (thus adding one new edge. namely 79). The complex M” thus obtained is 
easily \cen fo be isomorphic to the boundary complex of the cros+polytope P”, of 
f i 11. M is therefore directly obtainable at its vertex 1. 
Th+. each of our 1245 34”‘s is directly obtainable from some .Lmanif~~~ld $,I with 
eight \ t’r tit:es. Theorem 2 of [2] states that every J-manifold with eight vertices is ;I 
\phcre. XKI therefore each such M’ is ;+ sphere. E3oking Theorem 23 C~I (41, which 
\tatcs thai rf a 3-manifold 51 is directlv obtainable from a 3-manifold fif’ then ,2;1 is r 
a 4phere iff .%I ’ is a sphere. we conclude that alI the 1245 ,W“s under discussion are 
$pheres. Since .W, was already shown in Section 2 to be a sphere (Ml t(?tj is simply 
~~~triinddc). the last three sectims can be sunlrnrlrized: 
5. Seccnd classification 
Thmrun 3. Let M be a Ssphere with nine vertices. Xf there is a vertex x E M such 
that S =. link@ M) is a. b, cl, dI, el or e4 of [2. Fig. 11 and [4. Fig. I), and M is 
Flntp/y obtuinable at x from u polytopal Ssphere M’ (i.e. from the boundary complex 
of some P’: (1 s i s 37) of [ 111). than M is polytopal. 
As an example for the use of Theorem 3, consider the spheres Mu, and Ah of 
-rx-ile 2 M6 is simply obtainable at the vertex 1 from PT, and A& is simply 
obrainabje at its vertex 1 from PP of [ 1 I]. Link(1, Me) is of type 6. and Iink(1, MT) is 
of type (I of [ 2, Fig. 11. Hence, by Theorem 3, both M, and M, are polytopal. 
Theorem 3 yielded thav :In addition to the two polytopal spheres MI, A&, there are 
altogether another 2055 M”‘s which are polytopal. So far, 189 M”s remain 
undecided. 
Remark. Shemmer’s theorem, if used in l-71, would have saved the laborious 
process carried out in 13, Section 4) to prove that the spheres Iv:, NY-. and NY9 there 
are palytopA. since each of those spheres is simply obtainable from some polytopal 
sphere ai a vertex whose link is of type e,. 
Useful tools to shc#w that a 3-sphere is nor polytopal. are the following theorems: 
Theorem 4. Let M be Ed 3-sphere. If jherc is a oertex x E M such that f& eoery 
3-sphere M’ from which :%I IS directly obtainable at the vertex x, M’ is ltot polytopal. 
then 34 is not polytopal. 
Proof. Assume that M is polylopal. Let P he a 3-polytope realizing !U such that P 
is fn genera! position. i.e. no five vertices of P are in the same hyperplane. This is 
possihlc since P is simpiicial. Let & M ---+ bd P be a combinatorial equivalence and 
Ict y be a vertex of P. Vow t” = conv(P .(y)) is a simplicial J-polytope. Let C be the 
complex of all the faces of P’ visible from the point y, i.e., the complex of all the 
facets F of P’such that y is beyond F with respect to P’, and their faces. Then there 
is a J-sphere W such that there is a combinatorial isamorphism 9: M' --+ bd P’ 
and such that +/-I coincides with rl, ’ on bd P’ n hd?? Since M’ ,- 
antistar(x. M) U t,V(C) is a Ssphere, bd$ ‘(C) = link(x. M), and C, and therefore 
@. ‘MT). dots not contain any inner vertex. it follows th;rt M is directly obtainable at 
x = 6 ‘(y) from M’ with the refill $ -l(C). Rut the J-sphere M’ is polytopal, since 
SI’ = & ‘(fid B’). 
Definition. Let C be a simplicial complex of dimension .a 2, and let X, y (x # y ) be 
vertices io C The unordered pair (x, y ) (briefly xy ) is a missing edge of C if there is 
no edge (l-simplex) in C with the vertices x, y. 
Theorem 5. Let M be a 3-manifold. and let x be a oertex in M. !f all the missing 
edges of .S = link(x, M) ure edges in M (and hence iur antistar (xv M)), then M is 
directly obtarrzubl~ at x from a T-manifold !W if und only if it is simply obtuinabk G’I x 
from W. 
Proof. If 34 can be refilled at the vertex x and C is the refill, then C f~ 
antistx(x, !H) = link(x. 34) = S (set’ 14. Section 2)). The:efore. if all the missing 
cdgt‘s crf S we edpcs in antistar (x. M). then no mjsairlg .+e of S is an sCgr in C’. 
Hence C‘ is a simple reti& and !W is simply obtainable at x. The “if” direction is 
obvious. 
l[‘kmrem 6. f.cr A$# he CJ J- sphere with n 3 5 rertices. crnd let x be u tvrtex of M such 
that all the missing edges of S = link (x, MI ore edges irr hf. Then M is polytopal if 
nncf only if M is simply o~rainnble uf x (tend hence S is stacked) from u polytopal 
.t- sphme M’. 
Proof* If M IS polytopal. then. a\ shown in the proof of Theorem 3, it is directly. 
obtainable at each of its vertices from some polytopal sphere. In particular, ;cI is 
direct& obtainabic at its bwtex .r from wme polytopal sphere .%I’. By Theorem S. 
M must h2 srmply obtainable at x from M’. 
On the other hand. if !M is not siw:ply obtainable at x. or is simply obtainable at x 
from a non-polytopal sphere. then by a similar and obvious reasoning M is not 
polytopal. 
Now, precisely 67 !U”s were found to bltr simply obtainab’re from 4. Hence those 
67 .V”‘s are not poltkopai. As an cuaqlle we mention 34, of Table 2. which is 
simply obtainable frwn .N at its vertex .I. 
The situation is more complicated for M”‘s that are Gmply obtainable from 
Barnet te’s non-potytopal q?here . If ‘. ‘Ttxrc are 3h such caws;, ;ind using Theorems 
4. (i they all wxc \hown to Iw non-IwI+bpal. WC bring here several of the casts, 
each ca%e wprcwntinp a dlffcrcnt yhcnc~menorr. 
!U, of Table 2 is \unply obtainable from 4 at the vcrtt’u 2. The mi\\ing cdgt’s of 
link(2. !‘K) art’ 16, 19. 39 and 67. and the) all arc edge\ m arltictar(2, M,,). Hence. by 
Thwwm h. l , is not polytopal. 
,I&,, of Table 2 is simply obt%nable frc:m 4’ at the vertex S. The only missing 
ink(8. .l-f,,,) that is nc v m ant!star(S, AL) is 45. A refill for %L at the vertex 
H lvhich wnt:tin\ orvz inner dp. the cdse 45, must contain at least three inner 
iSi;ln~lClr (2- simplicc\l. but in our cast’ there art” only two candidate+ for WC~ 
triangles. namely 4% and 459 (see FIN. I a). Hence. if .#I,,, is dircctl!? obtainable at 
9 9 
lmk (?,H, ,I 1 ink (:,wl,) 
c 
A& and AL of Tahlc 2 arc not simple obtainable from either .fd or .$f ‘% and are 
:~t among tl,c 1057 .V“‘S that were shown to he polytop;~l. However, in iZI,l all the 
missing edges of link(C. hl, ) appear as edges in antistar(5. M,,). and in M,, all the 
missing edges of link(4 !M,.,,) appear as edges in antistar(4, M,,). Since link(5. M,,) 
and link (4 M,) are not stxked, we conclude that MI, and M,, are not directly 
obtainable at the ccrticcs 5 iind 4 respectively. and from Theorem 1 (or rather from 
its proof) it follows that !V tx :md M,, are not polytopal. 
There remam 74 M”‘s, three oif which are Mri. A!,, and M,, of Table 2. which aie 
not sin@> ohtainahrt’ from tither .ff or .#f ‘. do not fall under Theorem 3 and do not 
have the property presented hy iLIll and Al,,. To decide whether or not those W’s 
;irc pol~topal is. to say the Icasr. not easy. and those cases remain undecided. 
The classitication of the 1246 non-n&ghhorly W’s with respect to the number c:f 
--__- --- ____ l_-l_____--_ 
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6. Remarks 
~~~lyt~p:td) which share the same determinant nnd the same list of links of the 
vertices. 
(3) The concept of a simplv &tainable manifold which, in a sense, is a e 
refinemtrnt of the concept of a directly obtainable manifold, was not introduced in 
Ed). This is explair;ed by* Theorem S. from which it follows that if M is a neighbor/y 
,J-manifc,Ed and x is a vertex of n/t, then M is directly obt;linablc at x from some 
.%manifoid M’ if and only if M is simply obtainable at x from M’. In other wcrds, 
fair neighborly $mrrnifolds., the crlncept of directly obtainable coincides with the 
~:oncept of simply obtainable. 
(4) It follows from [!I, Secti& 16.1] qhat if 1P is a simplicial 4-polvtope with nine 
vertices, then the diameter of rhe pdytvpe dual to P is d S. The “d;al” complex of 
;I j-sphere can be defined i! * a CouIbinatorial and natural manner to form a 
f;cneralL!at ion rjf the concept of the boundary complex of a simple palytope. 
Therefort. if frjr some sphere M’ w find that the diameter of the “dual” of M” is 
*a 5. then M’ is not pollytnpal. V. Klee noted (private communication) that among 
the 9) ncighborlg spheres N’f (1 6 i s $0) of [4] there is preciselv one for which the r 
cliameter of its dual is > 3. It is NTG, the diameter of its dual is S and it is obtained 
_-_ 
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between the “vertices” 6 = 2,345 and g = 1678. A computation of the diameters of 
the duals of the 1% non-neighborly M“‘s yielded that 1244 cases have diameter 4, 
and the remaining t*o (they are IVIA, MI7 of Table 2, both are polytopal) have 
diameter 2. A coml?rutation of the radii of the duals of the 1296 3-spheres with 9 
vertices (see 19. p. 34 1) yielded that there ate SM cases with radius 4,731 cases with 
radius 3 and only one case. namely, A& of Table 2, with radius 2. 
(S) Note that all the six A#% that fall under “case b” in Section 3 are directlv 
obtainable from the cross-polytope P”, of [ 1 I]. Moreover, except for Mz, all the 
other S cases ate even simply obtainable from P”,, and only from P”,. as can be seen 
from Table 2. 
(6) As for the 74 undecided cases, Altshuler ([IS]) has a general conjecture which 
will settle 67 of those cases. This conjecture implies that 62 cases are polytopes 
(among which are IU I5r MIH, and l ,*, of Table 2) and S are not polytopes. 
(7) Table 4 summarks the number of occurc’nc’es of the 23 Sspheres of 12. Fig. 
11 iand (4. Fig. 11 3% links of the vertices in the 1236 non-neighborly M”‘s. 
Added in proof 
Of the 74 undecidtzd c’;~w!~. 11 caws (4 with I!4 3-simplices ;tnd 7 with 25 
.I-simpluxs) wtxc’ rtxcntls sh;swn to be non-polytqxs, since each of them has LI . 
vertex at which it is not ctirzctty obtainable. They conform to the conjectlrre 
mentioned KI Sxtion 6. Rcm;xk 6. The s;fmc conjxture implies that (12 of the 63 
case\ which remain undecided. ;rre polytopcs. and we believe the Mrd case too, to 
be 3 poly tape (it has 2h Mmplices). 
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